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Abstract

This paper proposes a model of ambiguous language. We consider a simple cheap talk game in which a 
sender who faces an ambiguity averse receiver is able to perform ambiguous randomization, i.e. to random-
ize according to unknown probabilities. We show that for any standard influential communication equilib-
rium there exists an equilibrium featuring an ambiguous communication strategy which Pareto-dominates 
it in terms of consistent planning ex ante utilities. Ambiguity, by triggering worst-case decision-making by 
the receiver, shifts the latter’s response to information towards the sender’s ideal action, thus encouraging 
more information transmission.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ambiguous language is a recurrent feature of economic and political communication. The 
term Fedspeak for example refers to the cryptic language used by chairmen of the Federal Re-
serve Board. On the face of it, the phenomenon of ambiguous language is puzzling because it 
appears to gratuitously decrease the precision of transmitted information. Within the standard 
cheap talk game à la Crawford and Sobel (1982) (CS in what follows), we find that ambiguous 
language on the contrary increases the payoffs achievable by both parties.

An informed sender (S) faces an uninformed receiver (R) and S is known to favor a higher 
action than R for any realization of the state. R is ambiguity averse and applies Max–Min ex-
pected utility in the presence of ambiguity. For the canonical Uniform–Quadratic specification 
of the CS model, we find that S and R can both benefit from the use of an ambiguous com-
munication strategy according to which S conditions her messages on a private draw from an 
Ellsberg urn. For any standard influential equilibrium, there exists an ambiguous communication 
equilibrium which strictly Pareto-dominates it. Ambiguity mitigates conflict by shifting upwards 
R’s response to information, which encourages greater information transmission. S gains as she 
effectively faces a less misaligned receiver. R also benefits because her suboptimal response to 
information is more than compensated by more information transmission.

In CS, preference misalignment (i.e. bias) causes imprecise communication. Any equilibrium 
outcome can be implemented via a so-called partitional equilibrium. The state space is divided 
into adjacent intervals 1, ..., N and S reveals the interval in which the state is located by sending 
mi when the state is in interval i. Reducing bias causes the largest equilibrium partition to become 
more informative (i.e. to have more and/or better distributed intervals), yielding a higher expected 
payoff for both parties.

We propose a new communication strategy which exploits the dynamic inconsistency of R’s 
behavior in the presence of ambiguity. By generating local ambiguity, communication leads R
to act as if her preferences were less misaligned than they are. Given a set of standard intervals 
1, ..., N , S subdivides every standard interval i into two adjacent subintervals i− and i+. If S
draws a red ball from the Ellsberg urn, she sends mA

i if ω ∈ i− and mB
i if ω ∈ i+. If instead S

draws a blue ball, she uses the reciprocal rule, i.e. she sends mB
i if ω ∈ i− and mA

i if ω ∈ i+. Upon 
observing mA

i and mB
i , R is now Knighteanly uncertain as to whether the state is situated in i− or 

i+. We model ambiguity aversion by assuming Max–Min preferences. This involves evaluating 
every action according to its lowest expected utility under all possible priors (i.e. all possible 
compositions of the urn) and picking the action that maximizes the thus-constructed objective 
function. The key mechanism is that if the left subinterval i− is significantly larger than the right 
subinterval i+, so that the state is ex ante much more likely to be situated in i− than in i+, R
(driven by worst-case thinking) evaluates all low and middle actions as if certain that the state is 
in i+, no matter how unlikely this event. R thus acts as if subjectively overweighting the event 
that the state is in i+. As a result, she takes a higher action than the expected utility maximizing 
action conditional on the event that the state is located in the standard interval i.

Our main contribution is to study Ellsbergian strategies within the classical Crawford and 
Sobel (1982) cheap talk game. In so doing, we build on Bade (2010), Riedel and Sass (2014), 
Azrieli and Teper (2011) and Riedel (2017), who introduce ambiguous strategies and equilib-
rium under such strategies.1 The ambiguous communication strategy that we introduce builds 

1 See also earlier work by Lo (1996) and Klibanoff (1996) on equilibrium in ambiguous beliefs.
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